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Description of RAP  

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-
profit team of experts that focuses on the long-term 
economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
and natural gas sectors, providing technical and policy 
assistance to government officials on a broad range of 
energy and environmental issues. Formed by a group of 
veteran utility regulators, RAP has deep expertise in 
regulatory and market policies that promote economic 
efficiency, protect the environment, ensure system 
reliability, and allocate system benefits fairly among all 
consumers.  

 



RAP’s Mission 

 RAP's primary mission is to advise utility regulators and other public 
officials on regulatory and competitive utility policies to improve the 
overall economic and environmental performance of the electric and 
natural gas sectors. Specifically, we focus on strategies that: increase 
investment in cost-effective energy efficiency, clean distributed 
generation and demand response, and renewable energy; integrate 
energy and environmental regulation to improve air quality; and 
establish policies and regulations that effectively address climate 
change.  

 All RAP principals and senior associates are former regulators. Our 
depth of regulatory experience provides valuable context to help 
policymakers meet the challenges facing the utility industry and meet 
their energy and environmental goals. While RAP's advice to 
governments is always independent, we also provide educational and 
technical assistance to other stakeholders, including consumer and 
environmental groups, utilities, and business associations.  



Today’s Agenda-Part One 

Introductions 

Context 

– Review connections between energy and 

environment, basics of US energy and air laws, 

operation of regional grid 

– IRP and SIP processes, collaborative 

opportunities for air and energy regulators 



Today’s Agenda- Part Two 

 Energy Efficiency 

– Air quality, energy, economic benefits 

– Program evaluation, monitoring and verification 

– Funding, overcoming barriers  

 Oklahoma state focus: how can air and energy 

regulators work together to achieve their objectives 

– Specific projects, regulations and schedule 

 Next steps 

– Action items and timing 

 



Context 



Connections Between  

Air Quality and Energy 

 Oklahoma is part of the Southwest Power Pool 

 Air and energy regulators have opportunities to 
participate in their respective formal and informal 
planning processes 

 Coincidence of peak demand, generator operation and 
peak pollutant concentrations encourages 
collaboration between air and energy regulators 

 Locations where energy efficiency and renewable 
energy are installed can improve air quality and 
reliability 

 



Basics of US Energy Law 

 FERC created in 1920 

 Federal Power Act 1935: “just and reasonable” 

electricity rates 

 FERC Order 888 (1996): required open 

transmission access 

Energy Policy Act 2005 and Energy Independence 

Act 2007 

Role of independent power producers and 

incentives 



US Clean Air Laws 

Pre-1970: local and state laws focused on acute 
and visible pollution 

Clean Air Act (CAA) (1970, amended 1977 
and 1990):  

– Federal role established and expanded 

– State delegated authority to implement CAA with 
EPA oversight 

– Complicated regulatory structure to permit new and 
reduce emissions from existing power plants 



SPP Characteristics 

 Southwest Power Pool (SPP): 63,000 MW of 
installed capacity, serving population of 15 million 

 Since 2001, peak demand has increased from 36,563 
MW to 47,365 MW 

 Summer peaking system: highest ten days in June, 
July or August 

 Coal: 64% of energy, gas 22%, nuclear 8%, wind 
4% 

 For Oklahoma: Major utilities are Public Service of 
Oklahoma and Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

 



Southwest Power Pool 

Geographic Area 







Factors That  

Influence Emissions 

Distance between the generating resources 

and the loads they serve 

Existence of long-term contracts (for a 

specific plant, specified quantity of 

capacity, or both) 

Transmission constraints and load pockets 

Demand response programs 



What Do These Factors Mean 

for Future Air Quality? 

 

 SPP plans to build or upgrade transmission for 
integration of wind.  
– In cases of higher export of wind generation, 

environmental benefits may not accrue to OK 

Natural gas fueled plants are the marginal units 
about 2/3 of the hours 

New emissions reduction requirements for fossil-
fuel fired power plants 

…and longer-term: if plug-in hybrid cars are 
popular? 

 



Decisions by Air Regulators 

Effect the Energy Sector 

What emissions reductions measures will be 
implemented to comply with ozone and fine 
particulate air quality standards? 

Market-based vs. command and control 

What is the point of regulation? 

– Meaning: not only what is being regulated, but at what 
point in the process are regulation applied: end-of-pipe, 
upstream, and  

– How does the point subject to regulation influence what 
resources will satisfy current and future demand? 



Air Pollution Control Measures 

Adopted Can Affect Energy Cost 

Unit level end-of-pipe: how will costs be 

recovered? If unit operating costs increase, 

how will these costs affect what units are 

dispatched? 

Are alternatives such as increased energy 

efficiency a compliance option for some 

units? How could air and energy regulators 

work together to implement such a concept? 



Utility Resource  

Planning Processes 

Integrated Resource Plan (IRP): Assess the 

type, timing and amount of resources 

needed to satisfy demand at least-cost and 

risk to ratepayers 

Coverage: utility, single state, multiple 

states 

Updated periodically (annually, bi-

annually) 



What is Role of 

Environment in IRP? 



IRP Process 

Informal stakeholder process to develop 
assumptions, agreement on what policies to 
integrate, define baseline or reference case 
and sensitivities 

Formal process after draft IRP is submitted 
to PUC 

Should elevate the nature of conversations 
that follow 



IRP Variables That Influence 

Air Quality and GHG 

Electricity growth 

 Fuel prices, variability, increases/decreases 

Equipment costs for thermal and renewable energy 

technologies, cost inflators/deflators 

Expected capacity factors 

Electricity prices: current and future 

Transmission constraints and load pockets 

Consideration and treatment of energy efficiency 

and renewable energy 



Oklahoma IRP 

Requirements 

 165:35-37-4. Integrated Resource Plan Reviews (a)    Each utility shall submit 

to the Commission a proposed integrated resource plan, with the utility's first 

plan due on before October 1, 2006, and subsequent plans due every three (3) 

years thereafter, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission. The proposed 

resource plan shall include, among other things, a fuel procurement plan, 

purchased-power procurement plans, a risk management plan, an 

environmental compliance plan, and other elements as described further in this 

Subchapter. This plan will be made available upon request by any person or 

entity to the soliciting utility, except any portions subject to a Commission 

protective order. 



Excerpts from  

Oklahoma IRP Requirements 

 The integrated resource plan shall include, at a minimum, a tabular summary of each of the following 

Sections:(1)    Schedule A: An electric demand and energy forecast;(2)    Schedule B: A forecast of 

capacity and energy contributions from existing and committed supply-and demand-side 

resources;(3)    Schedule C: A description of transmission capabilities and needs covering the 

forecast period;(4)    Schedule D: An assessment of need for additional resources;(5)    Schedule E: A 

description of the supply, demand-side and transmission options available to the utility to address the 

identified needs; (7)    Schedule G: An action plan identifying the near-term (i.e., across the first five 

[5] years) actions that the utility proposes to take to implement its proposed resource 

plan;(8)    Schedule H: Any proposed RFP(s), supporting documentation, and bid evaluation 

procedures by which the utility intends to solicit and evaluate new resources; and(9)    Schedule I: A 

technical appendix for the data, assumptions and descriptions of models needed to understand the 

derivation of the resource plan.(10)    Schedule J: A description and analysis of the adequacy of its 

existing transmission system to determine its capability to serve load over the next ten (10) years, 

including any planned proposed changes to existing transmission facilities.(11)    Schedule K: An 

assessment of the need for additional resources to meet reliability, cost and price, environmental or 

other criteria established by the Commission, the State of Oklahoma, the Southwest Power Pool, 

North American Electric Reliability Council, or the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. This 

assessment should address both base line forecast condition and important uncertainties, including 

but not limited to load growth, fuel prices, and availability of planned supplies.(12)    



Oklahoma Electricity  

Sales 2008 









Peak Electricity Prices Increase 

at Higher Rate than Off-Peak 



SPP Prices Exceeded $110/ 

MWh for 5% of the 2008 

Hours 



Highest Prices in Summer 

Coincide with Peak Ozone 

Concentrations 



Natural Gas Units Are On The 

Margin ~2/3 of the Hours 



New England 20 Peak Days’ 

Hourly NOx Emissions 
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Peak Hourly NOx vs. System 

Generation at Peak NOx Hour 
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Overview of SIP Process 



Key Principles for  

Air Quality Planning 

 
Long-term (10-15 years) planning period 

 Integrated air quality modeling and monitoring 

– Monitoring data are part of inputs to air quality 
models 

Emissions reductions necessary to attain and 
maintain the air quality standard 

 Process consistency 

Quantifiable, enforceable emissions reductions 

Effective program oversight 
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Elements That Influence the 

Effectiveness of  Air Quality Planning 

Mandatory requirements with legal basis 

EPA’s approval plays important role 

Carrot and Stick policies to ensure 
enforcement 

Long-term planning with measurable, 
reportable and verifiable short-term deadlines 
and actions 

Air quality improvement target instead of 
single pollutant total emission control target. 
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Synergistic Effects of  

Multi-pollutant Planning 

 



Collaborative Opportunities for 

Air and Energy Regulators 

 Informal:  
– routine meetings between staff (general or topic 

focused) 

– stakeholder processes, such as those for SIP, IRP and 
energy efficiency planning 

 Formal:   
– approval of new generation (fossil, renewable) 

– SIP hearings 

– implementation of energy efficiency plan   

– cost recovery for environmental compliance 

N.B. Public service commissions rely on evidence 



Informal Process 

Opportunities 

 Informal discussions among staff: points of 
leverage, understand nomenclature 

Utility commissions often use “technical 
conferences” to elicit input 

 Include air quality and GHG attributes into 
energy efficiency plans 

Prioritize location for EE and RE investments 

Assumptions for IRP and SIP 

Regional planning: SPP Committees 

 

 



Formal Process 

Opportunities 

OCC review and approval of energy efficiency 
plans 

OK DEQ SIP hearings on new emissions 
control measures 

Audits of energy savings from EE plans 
– Evaluation, measurement and verification 

Siting/certification of new generation 

Approval of utility IRP 

Rate cases 

 

 



Lunch Break 



Energy Efficiency 

 Definition 

 Benefits 

 Energy Efficiency Program Planning 

 Program Evaluation, Measurement and Verification 

 Costs 

 Energy and Capacity Resource Value 

 Barriers to Achieving Its Full Potential 

 EE and Demand Response 



Definition of Energy 

Efficiency 

Provides same or better level of service or 

production at lower energy consumption 

Consumption is lowered during all time 

periods 

N.B. “Conservation” refers to the extra 

steps taken to quickly reduce consumption 

during peak periods of electricity load. 



Energy Efficiency Benefits 

Reduces customer bills 

Reduces risks associated with fossil fuel 

Improves reliability of electricity system 

Reduces stress on transmission and 

distribution system 

Savings accumulate over time 

Reduces criteria, toxic and greenhouse gas 

emissions 



Why People Oppose  

Energy Efficiency 

Concern about rate increases today 

Only benefits participants 

Benefits are sketchy 

Government should not be involved 

– People will do the right thing anyway 

Environment is not considered 

 



Energy Efficiency Planning 

Measure: a specific element (e.g. residential 
lighting) 

 Program: a group of measures (low-income 
program, new commercial building program) 

 Project: several measures installed concurrently at 
same location (e.g.. whole building concept) 

 Portfolio: the entire group of measures and 
programs 

Goal: Maximize benefits, “touch” customer only 
once (if possible) 



Benefit-Cost Tests: 

Context 

Different interests have different perspectives on 
costs: 

– Consumers 

• Participants 

• Non-participants 

– Utilities 

– Society 

 Properly applied, all of these tests should: 

– Be based on life-cycle benefits & costs 

– Computed on a net present value basis 



California Standard Practice Manual: 

Economic Analysis of Demand Side 

Programs and Projects 

California Standard Practice Manual is a 

widely accepted authority on the details of 

Benefit-Cost analyses for EE 

Describes each of the tests, including how 

to calculate them and their strengths and 

weaknesses 

 



Inputs into  

Cost-Benefit Tests 

Sources of information 

– Energy and demand savings 

– Avoided costs 

– DSM Costs 

– Retail Prices 

– Environmental Costs 

Sources are mixed and matched to compute 

different tests 



The Five Tests 

Participant Test 

Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM) Test 

Utility Cost (or Administrator Cost) Test 

Total Resource Cost Test 

Society Cost Test 



The Five Benefit-Cost Tests: 

Utility Cost Test a/k/a  

Program Administrator Test Components 

Does the investment raise the utility’s revenue 

requirement? 

Benefits are avoided supply costs of energy and 

demand and avoided or deferred plant investments 

(G,T&D, etc.) 

Costs are the net costs to utility including program 

costs and incentives paid, excluding participant 

costs 

 Sometimes called the revenue requirement test 



The Five Benefit-Cost Tests: 

Use of Utility Cost Test 

To identify what incentives should be paid 

to utility to make program attractive 

Not used to determine whether or not a 

program is worthwhile 



The Five Benefit-Cost Tests: 

Total Resource Cost Test Components 

 Measures the net costs (excluding externalities) of a 
resource option based on the total costs of the 
program, including both the participants' and the 
utility's costs 

 Benefits are avoided supply and delivery costs, 
including deferred or avoided investments 

 Costs are the program  and participant costs (including 
equipment costs and incentives) paid by both the 
utility and the participants plus the increase in supply 
costs for any period in which load has been increased 



The Five Benefit-Cost Tests: 

Use of Total Resource Cost Test 

To determine whether a program makes 

sense by identifying whether it increases or 

decreases total direct cost of meeting energy 

service needs 

If program fails this test, it should not be 

used 

Programs that pass this test will lower total 

system costs 



The Five Benefit-Cost Tests: 

Societal Cost Test 

What is the total net cost/benefit to society, 
including all collateral impacts? 

Measures net benefits from a viewpoint of utility, 
consumers and society as a whole 

 Identical to the Total Resource Cost Test except: 
– Benefits include avoided externalities, including: 

• Avoided environmental or social externalities costs (e.g. 
reduced health care costs), and  

• “Non-price" benefits enjoyed by participants (improved 
comfort, aesthetic qualities, improved health, etc.).  

– Costs include environmental and other societal costs 



The Five Benefit-Cost Tests: 

Use of Societal Cost Test 

Same as TRC test, but is a broader public 

interest inquiry 

Pass/fail implications are the same as TRC 



How Tests Are Expressed 



How Tests Are Used 

In most jurisdictions, all of the tests may be 

reviewed, but the TRC or Societal Cost Test 

are usually the primary test 

The Societal Cost Test is likely to emerge 

as an important test in the context of climate 

change and potential carbon regulation 

 



How Tests Are Used 

If a program passes TRC or SC Test: 

– RIM test may be examined to assess impact on 

non-participants 

– UT indicates impact on revenues of the utility 

Programs with low Benefit-Cost ratios may 

still be approved, especially where targeted 

to low-income customers 



Oklahoma DSM 

From October 9, 2007 Order: Public Service 

of Oklahoma (2007): year 1 goal to reduce 

consumption by 14,509 kW and 20,033,373 

kWh 

PSO’s 2008 total sales were 17.7 million 

MWh 



OCC Order 545168, 

 October 9, 2007 to  

Public Service of Oklahoma 

 PSO's filing shall include a proposed business plan for 
ultimately expanding it's DSM, DR, and EE Programs including 
conservation, consumer education and consumer 
communication, to move towards the goal of garnering all cost-
effective achievable savings, recognizing that it may take some 
time to build the program capacity required to meet this goal . 

 Among other things, PSO's DSM, DR, and EE Programs shall 
include, at a minimum : (1) education and information for 
customers and trade allies such as energy service providers, 
builders (sic) and, appliance retailers ;~ (2) energy efficiency 
assistance for low-income customers ; (3) incentives for heating, 
ventilation, and cooling systems (HVAC), high efficiency 
appliances, motors, and lighting ; and (4) load interruption 
mechanisms or tariffs. 



PSO Filing to OCC 

 

February 26, 2009: “The Demand Rules 

allow for recovery of lost net revenues and 

program costs, which promotes energy 

efficiency investments in accordance with 

417(A)(ii) . This potential for recovery will 

obviously promote energy efficiency” 



Oklahoma Cost-

Effectiveness Definition 

 “Cost effective" and "cost effectiveness" mean 
utilizing a specified amount of monev, in a way that 
delivers a benefit from available alternative uses, so 
long as the benefit's value exceeds the money spent. 

 The California Standard Practice Manual tests are to 
be used in conjunction with one another and no one 
test may be used to deem a program to be lacking 
cost-effectiveness. Results of the Rate Impact 
Measure Test contained in the California Standard 
Practice Manual shall also include an estimate of the 
impact on average customer bills . 



Cost-Effectiveness Definition 

Has Attracted Discussion 

 “Oklahoma Gas & Electric filed comments regarding "cost 
effectiveness and "net lost revenues and incentives.” 
Specifically, OG&E objected to AARP's proposed amendment 
to the definitions.  OG&E believes that the AARP definition of 
"cost effectiveness" is flawed and any definition should be 
applicable to all of Chapter 35, not specifically to Subchapter 
41. OG&E believes that including lost revenues and incentives 
into all of the established California Standard Practice tests runs 
the risk of skewing the results and preventing cost effective 
programs/measures from being approved. OG&E believes that 
including incentives into the cost-benefits tests is inappropriate. 
Performance-based, shared savings are not costs; they are a 
sharing in the fruits of successful programs according to 
OG&E.” 



Oklahoma Has Authorized 

Property-Assessed  

Clean Energy 

2009 legislation allows homeowners to 

borrow money to pay for energy efficiency 

related improvements 

S. B. 668  authorized “County District 

Energy Authorities” 

Audits must be conducted (cost can be 

included in financing) 

Improvements must be EnergyStar rated 



Barriers to Achieving  

Full Potential 

Education and awareness 

– Who benefits? 

 Implementation of the energy efficiency plan 

– Renter’s dilemma 

Sustaining energy savings over time 

– Roller coaster funding (wipe out entire supply 

chains) 

Goal: build EE culture, create a brand 



Industrial Ratepayer 

Comments on EE 

 Also from Cause No. RM 200700007 

 “Large energy users like Gerdau must be focused on 
energy efficiency or they won't survive the global 
competition to which they are exposed ... When we 
identify an opportunity to improve energy efficiency in 
one of these processes through the benchmarking 
process... we prioritize the project in the capital budget. 
.. Large industrial energy users are most qualified and 
highly motivated to identify cost effective ways to 
invest their money to improve energy efficiency so they 
can compete in global markets.” 

 



Program Evaluation, 

Measurement and Verification 

Provide accountability for dollars invested 

Use consistent, replicable protocols to 

measure energy savings 

Maintain data bases to estimate savings 

Credible data enables trust and use by many 

parties 



National Action Plan  

for Energy Efficiency 

EM&V Manual 

Perspectives include: 

– Impact 

– Process  

– Market  

 



Cost of Saved Energy 



Capacity and Energy 

Resource Value 

Depends upon effective and accurate measurement 

of energy savings 

Cumulative value, performance persists over the 

life of the installed measure 

Benefits to resource and transmission planners 

Two regions in US treat EE comparably to other 

resources 



EE and Demand Response 

Coupling EE and demand response can 

amplify energy and air quality benefits  

Decrease/ avoid need to operate less 

efficient generation 

Target resources in load pockets 



Oklahoma Demand 

Response Proposals 

 Comments filed for Cause No. RM 200700007 

 “Demand Response of Oklahoma encourages the 
participation of a complete range of customer 
classes in all types of DSM programs, regardless of 
whether those customers are served on a 
interruptible or demand response tariff... The OCC 
should allow Oklahoma utilities to manage a cost-
effective portfolio of demand response programs 
implemented, by third parties such as Demand 
Response Aggregators” 



Impact of EE on Load Shape 
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Collaborative Opportunities for 

Air and Energy Regulators 

Near-term 

Revised EPA NAAQS 

for ozone and PM 

DSM proceeding 

Consistent 

assumptions in air 

quality plans and IRPs 

 

Longer-term 

 Support RE 

development with 

benefits coincident to 

reduce peak ambient 

pollutant 

concentrations 

Consideration of EE 

as an air quality 

compliance option 

 







Federal EPA Revises 
Ambient Air Standards           

(every 5 years) 

States Monitor Ambient 
Air Pollutants 

Federal EPA Grades 
State Regions according 

to Air Standards 

State Authorities 
Develop Plan to Meet 

the Standards Help from 
EPA  

EPA Regional Office, 
OAQPS and OECA 

Work to Approve SIP 

Plan Takes Effect and Is 
Continuously Revised 

Local authorities convene 
stakeholder process. 
 

Authorities analyze data, assess 
sources, determine technologies and 
policies that will reduce pollution to 
the level of the standards. 

Air Quality Management Areas are 
classified attainment or non-attainment. 

EPA approves all monitoring 
stations and regulates 
quality assurance. 

EPA takes into account 
new scientific research. 
 

Air quality is continuously 
monitored. If levels do not 
decrease, then data is 
reevaluated and the planning 
process resumes. 

Regional EPA serves as 
liaisons between state 
authorities and other EPA 
offices.  

New regulations and 
requirements may be issued 
until standards are met.  
 

SIP process 

description 
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Does Wind Generation Coincide with 

Demand, and Peak Air  

Pollutant Concentrations? 
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Output of Solar PV v. NOx 

Emissions 
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Annual CO2 Emissions Saved by: Increasing Rates 3%; and Increasing Rates 3% to Fund Energy 
Efficiency (Ohio Example) 

Annual carbon dioxide
emissions avoided from
raising rates 3% and
funding EE

Annual carbon dioxide
emissions avoided from
raising rates 3%

Cumulative CO2 

emissions avoided 

from raising rates 3% 

and funding EE, 

2006-2026: 1,557 

million tons 

 

Cumulative CO2 

emissions avoided 

from raising rates 3%, 

2006-2026: 209 

million tons 

 

 

Assumptions: Electricity use increases by 1.7% per year; Retail electric sales increase by 3%; Price elasticity is -0.25 (-0.75 for a 3% 

increase), distributed over 5 years; Carbon dioxide emissions are 0.915 tons per MWh in Ohio; Cost of EE is 3 cents per kWh; 

Average EE measure life is 12 years 

Efficiency programs can save 7x more 

carbon per consumer $ than carbon 

taxes or prices 



Energy Efficiency As a 

Measure to Reduce Air 

Pollutants 

HEDD Average NOx emissions

in Connecticut 
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Input from  

Oklahoma Regulators 
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It Does Matter That We Get 

It Right 



Thank you for your attention 

Website: http://www.raponline.org 

Chris James cjames@raponline.org 
– 617 861 7684 

Rich Sedano rsedano@raponline.org 
– 802 498 0710 
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